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MANAGING THE GROUP HEALTH LINE: TECHNICAL
APPROACHES TO ANALYZING, MONITORING AND

PROJECTING GROUP HEALTH EXPERIENCE

Modera_rs: ROBERT _ DOBSON AND PH_L_ A. DORAN

A teaching session dealing with techniques for improving manage-

ment information in the group health line, to cover:

• Financial analysis and projections

• Experience studies

• Analysis of claims trends

• Monitoring of experience rating formulas

MS. PHYLLIS DORAN: I would be willing to bet that most of you

think you don't have anything in common with the comic strip

character Cathy. But if you take a look, maybe you will find

that she has some problems that you can identify with. She says,

"It used to be a bad day if I didn't get in my study time; then

it was a bad day if I found out the claim reserving data was

going to be a week late; now, it isn't a bad day unless the group

renewals are two weeks behind, our largest group account cancels,

and I have to explain the latest financial results to senior

management. I've set higher standards for myself." Now I do

confess to having altered this a bit to suit the purposes of

this session, but I think there is a ring of truth to it. A lot

of group actuaries are finding themselves in situations that are

quite hectic, quite complex, due to the competitive environment,

and they are finding a lot of problems that maybe they didn't

feel they were well enough prepared for. Bob Dobson and I feel

that we have had a unique opportunity as consultants to be able

to observe a wide variety of group health operations, sometimes

at a fairly close range. Based on this, we have put together a
list of what we consider to be some common characteristics of a

group actuarial operation, as shown here:

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

OF A

GROUP ACTUARIAL OPERATION

• Emphasis is on production (rate renewals, financial state-

ments, etc.), with little time available for analysis of

results and patterns.

• Limited amount of staff with broad group experience (although

there may be an adequate clerical staff).

• Data limitations:

- Difficult to obtain claims and income summarized by rating

categories
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- Little if any useable exposure data

- Paid claims data may be extensive, but claims data by
incurred month is more limited

The types of information commonly requested by senior manage-

ment cannot he readily obtained.

Examples:

- Where did the reported gains or losses occur, and why?

- Why did reported results vary from forecast? What is the

likely range of future financial results, given that
these variations have occurred?

We don't intend this to be a description of every group actuarial

operation. Rather, what we are saying is that some of these

characteristics are common to many group operations. I wonder

how many of you feel that your own situation is an exception to

this -- you feel that these characteristics really do not describe

the operation that you are dealing with? In general, it appears

that the audience agrees that this describes the environment

that we are working in. Some of you may be surprised at this.

[[ know that sometimes in our consulting work we are surprised

at the extent of some of these problems, and the fact that they

can be observed so consistently in operations of different sizes,

different types of company environment, and so forth. I think

it is important to realize that the group actuary needs to have

procedures and strategies that are going to work in this kind

of environment. It will not do any good to set up systems that

will work only under ideal conditions if we are not operating

under those conditions.

There are a number of factors that make group actuarial work

unique, and for this reason the traditional approaches often

just don't work. The concepts that we are dealing with in group

insurance are simple. There is little, if any, higher mathe-

matics involved and we do not have to deal with computation

functions; I like group insurance for some of these reasons!

On the other hand, the problems that we must deal with are ex-

tremely complex. We are operating in an environment that is

constantly changing, and is affected by factors that are external

to our operation and are very difficult to predict. As a result,

the group actuary has to do more than just look to the past for

answers. He has to learn from experience and he has to have

strong decision-maklng and problem-solving skills. He needs to

obtain the best information possible_ and it is never going to

be perfect, and then work with that information and attempt to
make sound decisions.

For purposes of our discussion we are assuming that everyone

here is a manager. If not a manager of people, you are a manager

of your own responsibilities. That reflects the type of opera-

tion we are working with. The group actuary needs to evaluate,

analyze, and make decisions. I believe that information is

really the key to the work that we do. With good information,

this is a very difficult business to operate in successfully;
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MR. DOBSON: The first thing that I want to say is that I am

worried about giving the impression that everything in our shop

is perfect. As Phyllis mentioned, I used to be in consulting

and when I was, I wondered why people on the inside of companies

seemed to spend so much time on things that didn't seem very

important. Well, now that I have been inside a company for

almost two years, I am probably the worst example there is of

spending my time on the least important things and not getting

to the most important things. I definitely sympathize and under-

stand the problem. The point of this session is to make us all

think about what the most important things are so that when we

get back to our own jobs, we can spend more time on them.

I want to start with a few definitions.

• MANAGE:

Handle, control to achieve one's purpose

• MANAGEMENT:

Use of means to accomplish an end

• TECHNICAL:

Special, usually practical, knowledge, especially of

a mechanical or scientific subject

Marked by a characteristic of specialization

Our title is "Technical Aspects of Managing the Group Line". I

got out the dictionary and looked up these words. Manage is,

of course, just handle, control to achieve one's purpose, or use

of a means to accomplish an end. We are all managers, whether

it just means our own functions or our own time, or whether we

are managing others to accomplish those things. I was particu-

larly interested in the definition of technical. I have often

said there isn't enough technical training in health insurance.

But technical doesn't really mean as much as I have thought; it

says special, usually practical, knowledge, especially of a

mechanical or scientific subject, marked by a characterization

of specialization. I think that you cannot manage the group line

at all without being technical. Technical and manage go together

when you are talking about the group health line.

The next thing that I would like to discuss are what I have
titled Five Postulates.

FIVE POSTULATES

i. People don't understand our business.

2. There is not time to do everything.

3. There will always be crises.

4. Our business is cyclical.

5. Stress fundamentals in turbulent times - Drucker.
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To me, these are key things that apply to our subject. In the

first postulate, I am talking about people in the field, our

customers, and in a lot of cases, our bosses, and our co-workers.

There are a lot of people that do not understand the business

we're in. Second, there is no way we can possibly do everything

that we want to do, or really should do. The third is, as long

as we have bosses and as long as we have big customers, there

are going to be crises. It is impractical to make plans not

assuming there will be. It doesn't do any good to lay out a

plan of what you are going to do and expect to have all your

time available. Fourth, our business is cyclical. Right now

we are in a bad period and have been for a couple of years, but

someday it will be better, and someday after that it will be bad

again. The fifth is to stress fundamentals in turbulent times.

I guess I consider the group health business pretty turbulent

all the time. So a lot of what we're going to talk about today

is fundamentals. Speaking of fundamentals, if any of you attend-

ed the Health Section meeting yesterday you heard me say that

I feel pretty strongly about the need for Education in the health

area. One of the things that we're trying to do today is lay a

little ground work for the Health Section Education Committee.

We have a mixed audience; not all of what we present will be

meaningful for everybody, but this is a start. We're going to

pass out an evaluation form at the end. We can't make progress

on the whole issue of education without getting your comments

back. We have got to find out whether this session did any good

and if not, what kind of session would. So please turn them in.

Finally, the last definition I have before we start the case

studies is optimize.

• OPTIMIZE:

To make as perfect, effective, or functional as possible.

Phyllis mentioned adding knowledge where we didn't have informa-

tion. Really, what we need to be doing through all of this is

optimizin B and the definition is to make as perfect, effective

or functional as possible. So, what we are talking about in all

of this is to optimize and be able to make the best possible

decisions with the least possible information. Sometimes,

actuaries can get too much information and not be able to reach

a decision.

MS. DORAN: This first case study that we will present this

morning deals with the topic of forecasting. Imagine that you

are the group actuary for the Ideal Life Insurance Company and

it is now July, 1982. You have just obtained the company's
most recent financial results. Summarized here are the finan-

cial results for the group health line for 1980, 1981, and the

first half of 1982:
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without adequate information, we have to question how well we
can succeed. Shown here is a flow chart that illustrates the

flow of management information in a group actuarial operation:

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION FLOW

IN A

GROUP ACTUARIAL OPERATION

I Information I Input

,I
Evaluation Actuarial Operations

1Information Output

I Analysis 1 Actuarial Operations

$
Decisions,Strategie_

and | Management Action
Actions |

We will be referring back to this chart at times during our

presentation because there are a number of important points made

here. First of all, we can see that information is a key element.

The step that we call "evaluation" is intended to include a lot
of the functions that we view as actuarial functions - the calcu-

lations, the computations, the more traditional actuarial work.

Information is an input to that step and also an output. We are

working with information and we are generating more information.

There is another step that is part of the actuarial operation

which we call "analysis". This is an extremely important step.

Unfortunately, it is often the one that is bypassed. Depending

on what we are working with, this may be the step where we

should be spending more than half of our time and effort, but

in practice we often do not have enough time to spend on it.
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MR. ROBERT H. DOBSON: Phyllis, I think that is an important

point. The evaluation phase is where most of the work gets done

and where really so much of our time is spent. We put too much

time into that step and do not really spend any time in the

analysis.

MS. DORAN: Evaluation means actual calculations. An example

might be in the process of trend analysis. If we have adequate

data to calculate some actual experience trends, this can he

considered the evaluation step; using the experience data we are

performing certain calculations and producing information as

output. It is the next step that is really important; that of

reviewing the results and thinking about them and considering
all of the other factors that affect them.

Another point that we can see from this chart is all of these

steps are important. The final result is management action --

"decisions, strategies, and actions". Information :is not the
result -- actions are the result. Those decisions and actions

can only be as good as the prior four (4) steps, the analysis
can be no better than the information that flows into that

analysis. Yet our actions are affected by the quality of our

analysis. I think that is an important point.

We have already discussed the fact that we do not work in an

ideal environment. This chart presents two important points

that we wish to emphasize here this morning.

DEALING WITH IMPERFECT INFORMATION

AND

LIMITED RESOURCES

I. Identify and document all known problems as

well as potential problems -- substitute

knowledge and imperfect information for perfect
information.

2. Allocate limited resources by assigning

priorities to information needs -- direct

resources to produce that information which

is most critical to the realization of

financial and other company objectives.

The first point is that we need to substitute knowledge and im-

perfect information for perfect information. By knowledge we

mean an understanding of what we are working with, what factors

affect it, and also what information we are not working with --

What is the hidden information that we do not have? That knowl-

edge is very important; it should be made a part of the routine

actuarial operation to generate such information in addition to

carrying out more routine calculations.
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The other point is that we often must work with limited re-

sources, and therefore need to allocate those resources by

assigning priorities. We should decide what steps are the most

important in meeting our objectives -- our financial objectives

and our other objectives -- and constantly evaluate how we can

best spend our time and direct our resources. If we go back to

the previous chart for a moment, we can put in another arrow to

represent the flow of knowledge into the analysis step. That
is where such a substitution needs to be made and the balance

must be struck between substitution of that knowledge and the

first three steps of generating the more routine information.

The proper balance will depend in part on the quality of the in-

formation available. If that information is of poor quality,

then it is important to concentrate more on the development of

additional knowledge. The last page in this handout is a list

of examples of desired management information.

EXAMPLES
OF

DESIRED MANAGEMENTINFORMATION

INFORMATION CATEGORIES TYPES OF REPORTS

A. Financial Results . Byrazingcalegorylcoveragecell
• Ae_,otled vs restated

B. Financial Forecast • Prolecte_ results_y rating
calcgO_/coYerage ccdl

• SummaWol f_ast assumofl_s
• Aczual resultsvs. _oreca=l

C. Paid Claims Information • MonmlyClaimspa,o _y incLcreomoaN1
Paymenl dales and total amountpaKIbytype
ot benefit

• Cnanms,nventotyslalist_ct
• Docu_nt alion _ descriptionsofchanges in

claims ptOcess,ngprocedures

D. Enrollment • By ral,ngcalego,'Y,atea. age. prOOuctlype.
etc.

• EmplOyeeand pepen_enl
Gains and losses,and sourcesof each

E. Matkellng ResUlts • 8y gtoupsize.produGttype. elC.
• New cases _lllen
• Percentage of tenewrr_ cases sold

F. Claims Trends • Byrating calegOW,type and levelof benefit.
elc.

• Averagecost and utillzati_
• FO_moving 12-monfft(andolher] peri0(/s

G, Claims Exparlance * By ape/sex, typeof beef=t, area. etc.
• Actua_ vs expecte_ claims

H. Benefit Pa_tetns * 8y idlingcal_=gow
• Sndtsin typeof _)enefJlcoverage
• Summaryof enl_llmenl by malOrbenefftplan

I, Operation of Rating Formula * Etleclive rallng Irends vs actual lien,s
• AssumedmargrnsVS.aClualmargins
• Impact ofcteo,_ilityfunclm_s
• Oislriou_on_ rate i/creases (bygroup size.

tit$t year vs. all others,etc.)
• Claimrese_e taclors vs actual claimfunoul

J. Operation of RetrosPective
Riling Provls,onl * Oislnbutionof experle_cerofund oalances

• Ne_chsP.Gemexperiencerefundbatances
• ArlOwancesfo_tale _edlts. det_ r_overy

K. Expenses • Funclio_l undcoals
Allocaled bymaid,"une of bus,hess

• Actual anOprojCCled
• A,owances reflectedin earnedincome
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FORECAST CASE STUDY

IDEAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

REPORTED FINANCIAL RESULTS - GROUP HEALTH

AS OF JUNE30. 1982

(MILLIONS)

UNDER- INVEST-
_NRNED INCURRED WRITING MENT
COME CLAIMS EXPENSES G/(L) INCOME G/(L)

1980
"-_T HALF $ 5,2 $ 4,9 $ ,5 $ (.2) $ ,Z $(,1)

2NOHALF 5.5 4,5 .5 ,5 ,1 ,6
TOTAL 10,7 9.4 i, 0 ,3 ,2 ,5

1981
--_T HALF 5.9 5,4 ,5 -- ,1 .1
2NO HALF 6,4 5.5 ,6 ,3 ,I ,4

TOTAL _ _ _ _ _

1982
IST HALF 6,9 7,0 ,6 (,7) ,i (,6)

1982 FORE-
CAST: $15.7 $13.7 $ 1,4 $ ,6 ,2 .8
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If we deal with the underwriting gain or loss column, the re-
ported 1982 results are a loss of $700,000. At the bottom there
is a summary of the forecast for calendar year 1982. You pre-
pared this forecast last fall -- say, November, 1981 -- and the
forecast underwriting gain was $600,000. Given these reported
results, senior management is now asking you to re-evaluate your
forecast -- how do you feel about the forecast, and what can be
expected for the rest of this year?

If you look at what was reported in the two prior years, you can
see that actual results were less favorable in the first half of

the year. This is a pattern that you have observed continuously
and you know there are reasons for it. One of these reasons is
the fact that there is generally a higher level of incurred
claims earlier in the year. This is due in part to general
hospital and medical utilization patterns. In addition, a por-
tion of your company's business is major medical-type coverage
for which incurred claims tend to get allocated toward the
beginning of the year because of the way the incurred dates are
assigned.

You are supposed to prepare a response to management's questions.
Let's take a look at this forecast you have developed and the
assumptions you have made. Those are summarized below.

FORECAST CASE STUDY

IDEAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

SUMMARY OF 1982 FORECAST ASSUMPTIONS

(PREPARED_OVEMBER 30, 1981)

INCOME

O ENROLLMENT:

1981-- CONSTANT AT IST HALF 1981 LEVELS

1982 -- 10% INCREASE OVER 1981

e AVERA6E PREMIUM RATES:

1981 -- I0Z INCREASE,2ND HALF I981
OVER IST HALF 198i

1982 -- i5% INCREASE OVER 1981

m TOTAL INCOME:

198i -- 210% OF IST HALF 1981 INCOME

1982 -" (110%)X (Ii5%) = 127_ OF
i98i INCOME
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SUMMARY OF 1982 FORECAST ASSUMPTIONS (CONTINUED)

CLAIMS

I CALENDAR YEAR Loss RATIOS:

1980 (EEPORTED) = 88%

1981 (PROJECTED) = 87%

1982 (PROJECTED) : 87%

EXPENSES

a AS _ OF INCOME-- 9_ ALL YEARS

INVESTMENT INCOME

, AS % OF INCOME -- 1,5% ALL YEARS

FORECAST FINANCIAL RESULTS (['IILLIONS)

1981 1982
INCOME 210_ X $ 5.9 = $12.4 127% X $12,4 = $15,7

CLAIMS 87% X $12,4 = $10.8 87% X $15,7 = $13,7

EXPENSES 9_ X $12.4 = $ i.i 9% X %15,7 = $ 1,4

UNDERWRITING G/(L) $ ,5 $ .6

INVESTMENT INCOME 1,5% X $12,4 = $ ,2 1,5% X $15,7 = $ ,2

G/(L) $ ,7 $ ,8
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Some aggregate increases in enrollment and average premium rates
have been assumed to derive total increase in income for calen-

dar year 1982. For claims, you looked at the reported loss
ratio for calendar year 1980 -- you prepared this in the fall
of 1981 and did not yet have complete information for 1981.
Based on the 1980 results and the fact that you were optimistic
about rating actions which had recently been taken, you pro-
jected a loss ratio of 87% for 1981 and 1982.

Given this information, what you can do now is to update this
forecast. I would be inclined to say that there is not much
that you can do. The way that these assumptions have been de-
veloped, we really do not know too much more now than we knew
at the time they were put together. They are all based on
calendar year results, they are aggregate type assumptions. If
we have not studied them more closely up until now and if we
were taken by surprise when the June financial results came out,
there may not be a whole lot we can do now in a short period of
time. So what we are going to do now is go back and take a look
at what we might have done differently in developing this fore-
cast. We are going to assume here that we have better informa-
tion -- not ideal information, but better. We are going to go
back to November of 1981 and look at a different way we could
have developed this forecast. Shown here are some alternate
forecast assumptions.

FORE_ST CASE S_DY

IDEALLIFE INSURANCECOMPANY

SUMMARY OF 1982 FORECAST ASSUMPTIONS--

ALTERNATEVERSION

(PREPARED_OVEMBER30, 1981)

ENROLLMENT

EXPERIENCE _MALL
RATED bROUP

1981 - IST HALF(ACTUAL) 62,295 20,100

- 2NDHALF 62,500 20,500

1982- IST HALF 62,500 20,500

- 2NDHALF 62,500 20,500

AVERAGEPREMIUMRATES

1981- IST HALF(ACTUAL) $73.70 $65.00

- 2ND HALF 78.86(+7%) 68,25(+5%)

1982- IST HALF $84,58(+71) $71,66(+51)

- 2NDHALF 90.29(+7_) 75.25(+5%)
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SUMMARY OF 1982 FORECAST ASSUMPTIONS (CoNT'D)

EXPERIENCE SMALL
CLAIMS RATED GROUP

o 1980 AVERAGE PURE

PREMIUM: $60,32 $52,96

e ANNUAL % INCREASE,

1981-1982;

MOSTFAVORABLE 12% 8%
BESTESTIMATE 14 i0
LEASTFAVORABLE 16 12

e PROPORTIONOF CALENDAR

YEAR CLAIMS:

IST HALF ,53 ,53
2ND HALF .47 .47

EXPENSES

e As % OF INCOME: 8% 13%

INVESTMENT INCOME

e AS % OF INCOME 1.5%ALL YEARS

These are more specific. For one thing, we have taken the
business and split it into its two major rating categories -
the experience rated and the small group. We have specific en-
rollment assumptions for a six month period and corresponding
average premium rates. These premium rate assumptions were
derived from actual experience and they reflect the company's
actual and anticipated rating actions. We have assumed that a
greater portion of the claims are incurred in the first half of
the calendar year based on an analysis of observed patterns in
prior years. The following two exhibits summarize the basis
for our claims trend assumptions.
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Perhaps this type of claims information is more detailed than

what a lot of actuaries here are used to being able to work with.

Average claims costs for moving 3 month and 12 month periods are

summarized in the two right hand columns. The exposure unit is

the number of employees. To calculate the annualized trend for

6/81, the average claims cost, or "pure premium", for the period

ending 6/81 is divided by that for the period ending 6/80.

Based on that pattern of 12 month trends, we have assumed a range

of forecast trends. We did not just use the most recently ob-

served trend. Rather, we looked at the pattern of historical

trends and identified a range of likely future trends.

There are many factors which should be considered when looking

at actual claims experience in this manner. One factor is

whether the block of business being studied is stable enough so

that there have not been extensive changes in benefits or en-

rollment which would make these trend percentages meaningless.

On the other hand, if we know what changes have occurred in the

mix of benefits, geographic area, average age, etc., it may

be possible to adjust for these or at least make appropriate

allowances for them in our analysis. We do not want to discount

or ignore the importance of evaluating these changes. If we do

not take such factors into account, we may not only have inac-

curate information, but misleading information.

MR. DOBSON: If you want to go back to the flow chart for just a

second, the computer run that you just saw would be the evalua-

tion phase. The analysis phase is where the final trend numbers

were developed. Looking at the numbers, taking into account

things you know about them, and making the assumptions -- that is

what we mean by the analysis phase.

MS. DORAN: Yes, and we are assuming that there is some basis

for each one of those assumptions -- that there is a specific

rationale that has been documented and, hopefully, explained to

the users of the forecast.

The following exhibit summarizes the actual forecast itself -

the calculations.
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SUMMARY OF 1982 FORECAST ASSUMPTIONS (CoNT'D)

FORECAST FINANCIAL RESULTS (MILLIONS)

• EXPERIENCE RATED: 1981 1982

INCOME $9,5 $11,0

CLAIMS (BEST ESTIMATE) 8.6 9,8

EXPENSES ,8 .9

UNDERWRITING G/(L) ,1 ,3

INVESTMENT INCOME ,i ,2

G/(L) - BEST ESTIMATE $ ,2 $ ,_

- LEAST FAVORABLE ,1 ,2

- MOST FAVORABLE ,4 ,8

e SMALL GROUP:

INCOME $2,7 $ 3,0

CLAIMS (BEST ESTIMATE) 2,4 2,6

EXPENSES ,4 ,4

UNDERWRITING G/(L) (,1) --

INVESTMENT INCOME ....

G/(L) - BEST ESTIMATE $(,i) $ --

- LEAST FAVORABLE (,1) (,i)

- MOST FAVORABLE -- ,1

m TOTAL:

G/(L) - BEST ESTIMATE $ ,_ $ ,5

- LEAST FAVORABLE -- ,1

- MOST FAVORABLE ,4 ,9
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Now that we have developed the forecast on this basis, what can

we do in July? Let us assume that we were not surprised by the
financial results that emerged, because we have been continually
monitoring the company's actual experience relative to each of
the forecast assumptions.

The first step that we will want to take when we obtain the re-
ported financial results is to restate them based on what we
now know about actual incurred claims compared to what was re-
ported; that is, the actual claims runout compared with the
liability that was set up and reflected in the financial state-
ment. Note that there may be other steps involved in the re-
statement process; for example, if the company has an experience
rated refund liability, we might want to attempt to restate that
item. As you can see in the following chart, if we go back and
take into account the actual restated incurred claims, we observe
a different pattern of results.

FORECAST CASE STUDY

IDEAL LIFE INSURANCECOMPANY

RESTATEMENT OF FINANCIAL RESULTS

AsOFJUNE 30, 1982

(MILLIONS)

REPORTED ...... RESTATED - - -

LOSS UNDERWRITING Loss UNDERWRITING
1980 RATI,0 G/(L) RATIO G/(L)

IST HALF 94% $ (,2) 96% $ (.3)
2ND HALF 82 ,5 84 ,4

TOTAL 88% ,3 90% ,i

1981

IST HALF 92% $ -- 98% $ (.4)
2ND HALF 86 ,3 84 ,4

TOTAL 89% .3 91% --

1982
ISTHALF 101% $ (.7) 97%. $ (,4)

1982 FORECAST -- IST HALF:
(ALTERNATEVERSION)

MOST FAVORABLE 94% $ (,3)

BEST ESTIMATE 97 (.4)

LEASTFAVORABLE 100 (,6)
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In the first forecast, we looked at the calendar year 1980 loss
ratio and said it was 88%. If we had at that point in time
gone back and restated the calendar year 1980 loss ratio, we
would have seen that it was in fact slightly higher than that.
The reported results showed a significant deterioration in the
first half of 1982 over the same period in 1981; the loss ratio
was 101% compared to 92% in the previous period. On a restated
basis, we see that in fact the 1982 loss ratio is quite con-
sistent with the prior two years. We can compare the 1982 fore-
cast for the first half of the year with the actual results and
see that, in fact, the reported results are right in the range
of forecast results.

The following table presents the same information broken down
by rating category:

FORECAST CASE STUDY

IDEAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

FINANCIAL RESULTS BY LINE OF BUSINESS

AS OF JUNE 30. 1982

(MILLIONS)

RESTATED RESULTS:

EXPERIENCERATED ........ SMALL GROUP .....

QF INCOME _ OFINCOME

EARNED UND. EARNED UND,
INCOME CLAIMS EXPENSES 6/(L) INCOME CLAIMS EXPENSES G/(L)

1980

IST HALF $ 4,0 97% 8% (5)% $ 1.2 95% 12% (7)%

2ND HALF 4,3 8_.44 _ 9 1,3 7_88 12 10

TOTAL 8.3 90% 8% 2% 2,5 86Z 12% Z%

1981

1ST HALF $ 4.5 99% 8% (7)% $ 1.3 98% 13% (11)%

2ND HALF 5,_._0 8...44 _ _88 l._q 8_3 1..3.3 4.%

TOTAL 9,5 92% 8% --% 2.7 90% i3 (3)%-

1982

IST HALF $ 5,4 95% 8% (3)% $ 1.5 102% 13% (15)%

1982 FORECAST-- IST HALF:
(ALTERNATE VERSION_

M3ST FAVORABLE$ 5,3 95% 8% (3)% $ 1.5 88% 15% (i)_
BEST ESTIMATE 5,3 98 8 (6) 1,5 92 13 (5)
LEASTFAVORABLE5,3 i01 8 (9) 1,5 95 1.3 (8)
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Here we can see that in the experience rating category, the

actual results are really at the more favorable end of our

range, whereas the results for the small group line are signif-

icantly worse than our least favorable forecast. This informa-

tion is significant; if we had looked only at the aggregate

results, we might take too much comfort from them and fail to

consider this apparent deterioration in the small group line.

This is an example of the analysis phase -- taking a look at the

results and thinking about what we are looking at. Summarized

in this last exhibit is a comparison of actual results and the

forecast assumption. This is a very important step in the mon-

itoring of actual financial results -- to continuously compare

what is happening to what we had forecast was going to happen,

so that we can continually re-evaluate the forecast. This

summary shows that actual enrollment is quite close to forecast.

The average premium rates that have emerged are actually slight-

ly higher than what we had expected on the experience rated

category. The claim trends for the experience category were at

the high end of the range, but given that the average premium

rates were higher than forecast, the financial results are in

the forecast range. We can see the problem in the small group

line; claims trends have been higher than we had expected.

Summarized here are some of the objectives of forecasting,

many of which have been illustrated in this case study.
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FORECASTING: OBJECTIVES

DECISIONS_ STRATEGIES
INFORMATIONPRODUCED AND ACTIONS

RANGE OF LIKELY FUTURE . DECIDE FUTURE PRICING
FINANCIAL RESULTS_ AND MARKETING STRATEGIES
WITH SUMMARY OF ASSUMP-
TIONS UNDERLYING EACH . IDENTIFY NECESSARY CORREC-

TIVE ACTIONS

I DEVELOP BROAD CORPORATE
STRATEGIES AND POLICIES

MONITORING OF ACTUAL I REVISE STRATEGIES AND
EMERGING RESULTS WITH POLICIES AS NECESSARY
FORECAST ASSUMPTIONS

ANALYSIS OF VARIATIONS I IDENTIFY AREAS WHERE
IN ACTUAL EXPERIENCE CORPORATE OBJECTIVES
FROM FORECAST ASSUMP- ARE NOT BEING MET
TIONS_ AND THEIR CAUSE

I IDENTIFY ANY ADDITIONAL
CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
NECESSARY
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What information do we want to produce? The first item is a

range of likely future financial results, with a summary of the

assumptions that underlie each. A forecast is not a prediction;

it is an illustration of what will happen, given that certain

assumptions materialize. Therefore, it is very important to

document all forecast assumptions so that the users of the fore-

cast know what assumptions have been made and the rationale for

them. The range of results is also an important idea here. We

consider a range of claims trends only, but we could actually

put ranges around any of the assumptions. It is important that

these ranges represent the degree of uncertainty that we feel

about our assumptions.

What is the forecast used for? The company may use it in decid-

ing its future pricing and marketing strategies and to identify

necessary corrective action; the forecast is likely to influence

corporate strategies and policies in general. I do not think

this is an overstatement. And if we really think about this,

what could be more important than having an adequate financial

forecast? An adequate one and a meaningful one, with meaning-

ful referring to something along the lines of the second illus-

tration as opposed to the first illustration. This is very

important given the environment that we are operating in today.

We talked about the fact that we do not have perfect information.

Often we are not going to have this type of detail and informa-
tion that we showed in the second illustration. That is where

we go back to making substitutions and compromises. There are

some things we could do to develop a forecast that is somewhere
between the two illustrations that we looked at. One would be

to take into account the concentration of claims in the first

half of the year. Another is the restatement of financial

results; to go back and look at the actual pattern of the in-

curred claims compared to what was reported. It is always

preferable to split the financial results by rating category to

better analyze them. In summary, a number of the concepts that

were illustrated in the case study might be taken into account

even if it is not possible to complete all of the detailed

analysis. Note that what we have done here is very simple

mathematically: it could be carried out on a worksheet. If,

in fact, we have access to fairly complex forecasting systems,

they can be a helpful tool. On the other hand, if the informa-

tion we have with which to form our assumptions is not accurate,

no computerized information system using extensive statistical

techniques is going to help us; that is a point that I think

may be misunderstood by people that are not familiar with our

business. Sometimes, the idea of doing something fairly simple

on a worksheet has its appeal. For one thing, it might be easy

to go through and change it every month in view of the emerging

results. Once we have the basic information, then a computer

can be very handy to look at ranges of assumptions or to use

more detailed forecast cells.

SPEAKER FROM FLOOR: It is equally important to recast and

analyze income as well as incurred claims.
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MS. DORAN: Determination of the category of business cells is

a very important point when we are talking about the need to

restate income as well as claims, in particular with regard to

the impact of refund provisions. It is very common to see a

completely different pattern when we restate either claims or

income. Obviously we want to look at the best information that

we can when making decisions about future actions.

SPEAKER FROM FLOOR: The first point you are making is that

when you create the forecast, you should break down the group

block of business into manageable pieces. The other item that

you are suggesting is that in the forecast process you arrive

at most likely, least favorable, most favorable. That seems to

be ok, but looking from the management standpoint, what manage-

ment is looking for is what is the plan going to be for next

year? Not what is the range of expected, but what is the ex-

pected? There are two corresponding questions, one of them is

what change in the plans for this year can we expect on account

of the experience of the first half? The second one is, with a

deviation in profit between what we expected at the end of the

first half and the actual, what are the reasons for that

deviation? In the case of the restatement of the prior year's

results, for example, that may give you a good handle on how to

project the rest of the year, but the explanation to management

is that we made estimates of claim reserves in previous years

and now we are sitting here at June 30 of the current year and

saying those estimates were not exactly correct; part of the

loss experienced this year is really a loss we should have

recognized last year. I think that is one of the end results

of this process.

MS. DORAN: You are carrying this one step further. How do we

use this information and in particular, how do we present it to

those who are observing the forecast and using it? It is

necessary to explain that and also to explain that a restatement

should not always be considered the correction of an error;

rather, the original liability was an estimate and we now have

better information and therefore an improved estimate. Also,

you made an important point about taking a look at those results

and saying not only what happened, hut why did it happen, and

how might it change what we are going to do?

SPEAKER FROM FLOOR: How would you go about determining

expenses, breaking them down between fixed and variable expenses

and incorporating those in the forecast?

MS. DORAN: If we do not have detailed functional costs and are

not able to allocate expenses accurately by llne of business,

we do not want that to prevent us from attempting to look at

claims and income by line of business. If we can do nothing

more than look at loss ratio by line and develop some concept

that we might want to call a margin or an excess of premium

over income, then we are substituting knowledge and imperfect

information for perfect information. Obviously, if we have

accurate expense allocation techniques, meaningful ones, then

we want to incorporate them.
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SPEAKER FROM FLOOR: Did we reach the conclusion that the fore-

cast in this case study was adequate?

MS. DORAN: I think that before doing that I would want to see

what additional information was available. In particular, when

we looked at the aggregate restated results we saw that they

were within the forecast range. However, when we took a closer

look, we saw that one category of business was much worse than

forecast. I would want to develop a revised forecast varying

the assumptions for each llne of business to take into account

what had actually been observed.

MR. DOBSON: The next area is financial analysis. What Phyllis

Just talked about had a lot of financial analysis in it --

restating of the claim liabilities and such. When I started

thinking about the financial analysis subject, I tried to think

about what the words meant and I went back to the dictionary.

This is what I found for analysis: an examination of a complex

subject, its elements, and their relationships.

In the case studies I am going to show for financial analysis,

we will be looking at broad-based, big-picture kind of numbers,

and see what we can learn from them. These are based on my own

company. They are simplified, but they are supposed to be

examples of financial analysis - examples of what looking at a

balance sheet and an income statement can tell you.

I see Dick Sieben in the audience, so I suppose I should give

him credit for the first case study.
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FINANCIALANALYSISCASESTUDY#i

BALANCE SHEET

(000 o_i_e_)

RECEIVABLES $ 50,000 UNPAID CLAIMS $ 70,000

ADVANCES TO PROVIDERS 30,000 RETROACTIVE SETTLE-
_4r_NTSTO PROV_E_S 30,000

BUILDING I0,000 EXPERIENCE RATING
REFUND LIABILITY 10,000

INVESTMENT FUND 130,000
110,000

SURPLUS ii0,000

$220,000

INVESTMENT FUND SHOULD BE:

SURPLUS $110,000

LESS: BUILDING - 10,000

PLUS: EXPERIENCE RATING
REFUND LIABILITY + 10,000

PLUS: UNDERWRITTEN SHARE

_o_AIM LIABILITY+ 35,000

$145,000
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In this particular balance sheet, we have $50 million of receiv-

ables, $30 million advances to providers (that is typical of

Blue Cross - we have advanced that money, primarily to hospitals),

a $i0 million building, and a $130 million investment fund

Our regular unpaid claim liability is $70 million but we also

have a $30 million liability item for retroactive settlements

due to providers. That means we have paid the claims, but we

have not paid the final settlements to the hospitals. Next, we

have a $i0 million liability for experience-rating refunds. This

gives us a surplus of $ii0 million.

Now, the problem was that it did not seem like we were getting

the advantage of enough float from our business. So, we tried

to determine what we should have had invested. Typically, you

would expect to have the surplus invested (that is $ii0 million),

but you have a building, so we take that out of the investment

fund. Of course, the building itself is an investment, but it is

not considered part of the investment fund in this case. We

should be investing the experience-rating refunds that we are

holding, and on the business that is underwritten, we should be

investing the claim liability. Half of the business in this

case is underwritten, the other half is cost-plus. The cost-plus

business accounts for the $50 million receivable (half of the

$70 million and half of the $30 million). That receivable is

just an offset for the claim liability on cost-plus business.

Looking at this analysis, we thought the investment fund should

be somewhere in the neighborhood of $145 million. This is 1981

and interest rates were high enough all year that it would have

been nice to have that extra $15 million invested. It would

have doubled our addition to surplus during the year.

The problem was that the receivable from cost-plus groups should

be an offset to claim liability monies that we are holding. In

the case of the reserve for retroactive settlements to providers,

however, we are not really holding the funds - we have advanced

them to the hospitals. Since the monies are in the hands of the

providers, we should have billed the groups for this amount. On

underwritten business where we collect premiums in advance, it

doesn't really matter though you will see that we only included

the basic unpaid claim liability in the calculation of the invest-
ment fund.

The result is that we are going to be making some changes in how

we book those monies that go out to the providers. If we book

them as claims, we can bill them to the cost-plus groups and

improve our cash flow. The whole point of this case study is to

give an example of looking at the balance sheet, the big picture,

and to see what you can learn and what it can tell you about how

to manage the business.

The next case study is based on analysis of an income statement.
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The second financial analysis case study has to do with a pro-

jection of sorts, but it is not really a forecast. It was more

a goal that was set for us by the Chairman of our Board. He

said he thought it would be nice if we broke even on our under-

writing in 1982. Some people might say it was a dream rather

than a goal, but, anyway, that was the goal. We looked at the

business and broke it down into categories to see what we would

have to do. We had projected total revenue of $i01 billion if

you consider the claims that we pay for Medicare as revenue.

Essentially, we are counting all dollars going through the house.

The total expense budget was $44 million. We broke down the

pieces, leaving experience-rated for last as balancing item. We

wanted to see what we would have to do on the experience-rated

business for the goal to be realistic.

Our reserve broke down as follows: the Medicare contract $550

million, claims reimbursement (cost-plus and ASO-type business)

$300 million, complementary (Medicare supplement) $30 million,

other non-group $20 million, and small group $50 million. Over
in the next column is the excess of revenue over claims that we

figured we could get. Medicare is a fixed dollar reimbursement,

so we were pretty confident of getting that $13 million. On

claims reimbursement, we thought we could average 6%, or $18

million. When we got to experience-rated - the balancing item -

it turned out we only needed 1%. That is not a 1% gain, but 1%

income over claims. That certainly should have been realizable.

Somebody (me) went out on a limb and told the Board that we

thought we could reach that. Now, here's what really happened.

The first two categories were fine. On the next three, we did

not get the margin we thought we could get, but the amount of

the swing was not dramatic. The big swing was in the experience-

rated category, where we actually had a loss ratio greater than

100%. The point of this exercise is to see where we should

direct our management attention - the experience-rated category.

We cannot really control the Medicare contract - we are going to

get those dollars no matter what. The claims reimbursement area,

of course, are the larger groups - it is very competitive. There

is not a lot we can do there. The next three categories involve

insurance department filings in our case, There is not a lot we

can do there during the year. We make an annual filing. The

only real place we can manage and affect our bottom line gain is

the experience-rated category. Part of the reason the experience-

rated category was looking so bad is that we are not calculating

the refund liabilify in a sophisticated enough manner to reflect

losses that are accruing during any policy year. But we also

need to get into this category and figure out why the claims are

running so high and what aspect of the experience-rating formula

is not producing the proper income.

MS. DORAN: We should poiut out that these are specific examples

of financial analysis, where we define that to be: take a look

at the results and analyze them; try to find out more about what

is actually occurring. We could discuss many more examples of

this process. One in particular is that of the refund liability;
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS CASE STUDY #2

INCOME STATEMENT

GOAL: BREAK-EVENONUNDERWRITING

REVENUE: $1,100,000

EXPENSES: $ 44,000

EXPECTED EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER CLAIMS:

..... EXCESS,
REVENUE % AMOUNT

MEDICARE $ 550,000 FIXED$ $13,000

CLAIMSREIMBURSEMENT 300,000 6% 18,000

COMPLEMENTARY 30,000 15% 4,500

OTHERNON-GROUP 20,000 10% 2,000

SMALLGROUP 50,000 10% 5,000

*EXPERIENCERATED 150,000 1% 1,500

$1,100,000 $44,000

*BALANCING ITEM
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FIIIANCIALANALYSIS CASE STUDY #2 (CONTINUED)

(000 omitted)

ACTUAL EXCESS OF REVENUE OVER CLAIMS:

"_ AMOUNT

MEDICARE FIXED $ $13,000

CLAIMS REIMBURSEMENT 6% 18,000

COMPLEMENTARY 5% 1,500

OTHERNON-GROUP 0% 0

SMALLGROUP 5% 2,500

EXPERIENCE RATED (5)% (7,500)

$27,500

EXPENSES $44,000

REVENUE LESS CLAIMS 27,500

UNDERWRITING LOSS $16,500
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there are a lot of things we can find out by just looking at the

pattern of this item over time. For example, if there are a lot

of groups with accrued deficits, we should expect less stable

financial results in the future than if we have a lot of groups

with fairly high refund liabilities set up as buffers. Tracking

the actual balances of groups over time might help in analyzing

the reported results and trying to understand what has actually

happened. The actual process of financial analysis will be

unique to each company; it involves thinking about what specific

items should be analyzed in more detail.

MR. DOBSON: It is also an exercise in trying to optimize results

by prioritizing. Obviously, we are not going to get much out of

spending a lot of time on some of those categories, but if we

spend time on the experience-rated category, we might get a very

high return with relatively little time and effort.

The next section is monitoring. Monitoring is very simple. It

just means to watch,observe, or check. And of course, that is

something we are doing all of the time. I am going to talk

specifically about monitoring of the experience-rated formula

and show a couple of case studies of things we might monitor.

I suspect that all companies are doing something in this area.

It is more difficult to do if you do not have an automated

renewal-rating system, because monitoring requires accumulating

certain information from all the monthly renewals. But it still
can be done.

Some examples of the parameters of a rating formula that should

be monitored are trend (that is a whole subject in itself),

retention, functional expenses (and again, that is a big area),

credibility, and pooling charges, claim liabilities; these are

all things that should be checked within a rating formula. The

case studies that I am going to talk about relate to the claim

liability and to the aggregate vs. average rating action. Of

course, the refund formula is something that could be monitored.

I am sure we could come up with other things to add to this list.

One of the things that makes monitoring difficult is the fact

that the renewals are spread out during the year. If you

accumulate data by renewal month and then try to compare it to

corporate-wide data at any given point in time, it is not going

to be comparable. You are going to have mixed experience periods

in the data by renewal month.
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RATING FORMULA MONITORING

PBRAMETERS

TREND

RETENTION

CREDIBILITY/POOLING CHARGES

CLAIM LIABILITIES

GENERAL

REFUND FORMULA

AGGREGATE VERSUS AVERAGE RATING ACTIONS
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FORMULA MONITORING CASE STUDY #1

CLAIM LIABILITY

(CORPORATE

EXPERIENCE CLAIM

PERIOD CLAIM LIABILITY LIABILITY)/

RENEWAL INCURRED FROM RATING (LIABILITY)/ (12 MONTHS

MONTH CLAIMS ACTIONS (CLAIMS) CLAIMS)

JANUARY $24,000 $3,600 .15 .20
FEBRUARY 9,000 1,800 .20 .23
MARCH 9,000 2,100 .23 .23

APRIL 11,000 2,500 .23 .24
MAY 10,000 2,600 .26 .25
JUNE 11,000 2,400 .22 .24

JULY 13,000 2,100 .16 .19
AUGUST 9,000 2,000 .22 .23
SEPTEMBER15,000 3,000 .20 .23

OCTOBER 21,000 4,000 .19 .21
NOVEMBER 9,000 2,100 .23 .23
DECEMBER 9,000 2,000 .22 .21
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What we have done in the first example is kept track of the in-

curred claims coming out of each month's renewals; that is the

experience period incurred claims for the groups renewing in

the month shown. We have also kept track of the claim liability

that was included in those incurred claims. We cannot just add

those numbers up and compare the sum to the corporate claim

liability at any point because of things like seasonality, changes

in processing time, etc. We have to compare to the corporate

claim liability at the end of the month of the experience period.

In this case, I have used a ratio to accomplish this. We have

divided the liability produced by the rating formula by the in-

curred claims in the experience period for each month's renewals.

Then, in the final column, we have compared that ratio to the

ratio of the corporate claim liability to the previous 12 months

incurrals for the same time period. These ratios differ be-

cause one is produced by factors that are being applied on a

group basis, while the other one is calculated in the aggregate.

What this means, if you look at the difference in the ratios, is

that the factors being used in the rating formula are notproducing

high enough average claim reserves. This means that something is

wrong. It is also true that some of the biggest deviations are

in the heaviest renewal months, particularly months like January

and October. That could mean that the underwriters are not

spending enough time on analysis on the groups renewing in those

heavy months because they are too busy. It could also mean that

there are some big groups renewing in those months that are

getting concessions in their rate increase. There are a lot of

different things that looking at this kind of information can

lead you to.

The final monitoring case study is again a very simplified

version of accumulating information on a renewal month basis_

summing up the results, and then comparing those results to what

the rating formula would produce if you had renewed your entire

experience-rated category as one group. We see that the sum of

the monthly results resulted in a 27.6% rate increase over the

12 month period. If we take the experience period incurred

claims times our trend factor, divided by one minus the average

retention for all groups times adjusted income, we come up with
an increase of 32%. This could result from the same causes we

discussed before - underwriters making judgemental adjustments

downward, concessions for large groups, or any number of causes.

The point is that the rating formula is not doing what you would

expect it to do, because you are not producing enough income on

a month by month basis compared to what would be produced if you

renewed all the business at once.
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FORMULA MONITORING CASE STUDY #2

AGGREGATE VS, AVERAGE RATING ACTIONS

(000 omitted)

SUM OF

RENEWAL ADJUSTED RATINGACTIONS

MONTH INCOME AMOUNT %

JANUARY $ 21,000 $ 4,000 19,0%
FEBRUARY 11,000 1,000 9,1
MARCH %000 2,000 22,2

APRIL ii,000 2,000 18,2
MAY 10,000 3,000 30,0
JUNE 10,000 4,000 40,0

JULY 13,000 2,000 15,4
AUGUST 9,000 2,000 22.2
SEPTEMBER 13,000 6,000 46.2

OCTOBER 19,000 8,000 42.1
NOVEMBER 10,000 3,000 30,0
DECEMBER 9,000 3,000 33,3

$145,000 $40,000 27,6%
(EXPERIENCE PERIOD INCURRED CLAIMS) X (PROJECTION FACTOR)

(1 - RETENTION) X (ADJUSTED INCOME)

= $150,000 x 1.18

.925 x $145,000

= 1.320
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MS. DORAN: I think it might be worth repeating the fact here

that this is quite simple in concept. Comparisons like this

are based on information generated in the renewal rating process.

It is just a matter of arithmetic: add up certain information

for all groups and compare it with aggregate information. This

process also generates information that is useful in forecasting.

MR. DOBSON: It is simple if you have had people get the informa-

tion as they go through the renewals. If you have to go back

and get it, it is virtually impossible. So that is another

point - to get this as you go along.

MS. DORAN: If you have an automated rating system, of course,

it is actually quite simple to get this information.

MR. DOBSON: The adjusted income would be something you would

have accumulated from all of the groups, too. That would be

the sum of the adjusted income for all 12 months renewals. The

adjusted income is simply current rates times exposure during

the experience period. The adjustment is to reflect the fact

that the rates in effect at the end of the period probably went

in 3 or 4 months after the beginning of the experience period.

MS. DORAN: The last topic on today's program is that of trend

analysis. I have to admit that I feel a little less comfortable

with this topic within the context of using imperfect informa-

tion. I am going to start out talking about the objectives,

which deal with the ideal situation. I think this may be the

area where we have the largest gap between desirable and actual

information. The following chart outlines the objectives of

trend analysis:
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TREND ANALYSIS: OBJECTIVES

INFORMATION PRODUCED DECISIONS_ STRATEGIES
AND ACTIONS

HISTORICAL EXPERIENCE TRENDS e ESTABLISH RATING TRENDS

UNPAID CLAIM LIABILITY ESTIMATES, e DETERMINE REPORTED FINANCIAL
BASED ON ASSUMED RECENT TRENDS STATEMENT LIABILITIES

e DETERMINE CORPORATE ACTIONS
BASED ON REPORTED FINANCIAL
RESULTS

FORECAST OF FINANCIAL RESULTS_ e DECIDEFUTURE PRICING AND
BASED ON ASSUMED TREND FACTORS MARKETING STRATEGY

0 IDENTIFY NECESSARY CORREC-
TIVE ACTIONS

e DEVELOP BROAD CORPORATE
STRATEGIES AND POLICIES
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What are we trying to do? The most important and obvious

answer is that we are trying to establish rating trends. That

is actually a two-step process: first we will look at actual

historical trends and then make decisions as to what the future

trend assumptions will be. It is that first step that gives a

lot of group actuaries problems because of the limited data and

the change in experience base that we are constantly dealing

with. The second point listed here is that depending on how

unpaid claim liabilities are estimated, trend assumptions may

have an impact on them, which would in turn have an impact on

the reported financial results. The last point is that trend

assumptions are used in the forecast process as we illustrated
earlier.

I have some examples here that take the claims trend informa-

tion we looked at earlier in the forecast case study and pre-
sents it in more detail.
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I have repeated here the trends for the total experience-rated

group category; then, on the next two pages, that information

is broken down into what is called single and family. Ex-

posure units are number of employees. The point illustrated

here is that the actual measured trends for the total category
are somewhat lower than the measured trends for either of the

other categories separately. This same concept might apply if

we split claim data in any number of ways: if we are able to

separate the data by actual type of benefit, hy geographic area,

by demographic categories, etc., we might find more meaningful

patterns. It is possible that by aggregating data, we are

obscuring some of the actual underlying trends.

In practice, it is often difficult to obtain data split out in

this manner or to adequately adjust for it. If it is not

possible to obtain ideal data, it can be valuable and worth-

while to take a look at whatever limited trend data is available.

_his might consist of experie_ce for one small category of

business where good exposure data can be obtained. It might

be possible in such a case to adjust for actual changes in mix

of benefits, perhaps by using a manual rating basis that takes

into account the actuarial relationships between different

benefits. Then we could adjust either the exposure or the
claims data to a consistent benefit basis so as to measure

actual underlying trends. Another possible approach is to

study a segment of the experience rated business that has been

fairly stable in terms of benefits and enrollment - perhaps

isolate some large groups and measure their trends. Some

carriers do not have much exposure information of the type that

we have used in these examples; some might not even have any

meaningful exposure data, which is a big problem. However, I

do not think any of us would argue the fact that the trend

assumptions that are used in rating have a very direct impact

on financial results, so this step is an important one and may

warrant some effort to improve information systems.

MR. DOBSON: I find it particularly scary that the total could

be a lower trend than either of the pieces. That obviously

would lead to understating the trend factors used in rating.

MS. DORAN: Here we have looked at trends in average claims

costs. If we could also obtain data on utilization rates and

average costs per case, we could analyze these in the same
manner.

An additional point is that it can be helpful to monitor trends

on a shorter term basis such as three months; in addition to

annual trends. The shorter term patterns sometimes can be

helpful in indicating the recent direction of trends; however,

those values are more volatile, and they tend to peak at higher

levels and bottom out at lower levels. They should be viewed

as a tool in analyzing trends rather than an indicator of the

actual magnitude of trend values. In this process a graphical

approach can be very useful, to observe the long term patterns.

At any point in time, we are looking at historical information

while making decisions about rating actions to be taken in the
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future. Therefore, the more we can look at the long term

trends and get a perspective as to how these behave over time,

the more helpful it can be. That type of perspective is im-

portant in the second phase, which is actually making assump-

tions about future rating trends. The following graph charts

the CPI for medical care services against all items CPI.
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It illustrates the long-term cyclical nature of these trends,

a pattern that can be observed in the hospital and other medical

components of the CPI. In addition, a comparable cyclical

pattern often occurs in the group medical claims cost trends

of carriers that are able to measure them on a meaningful basis

over a long-term period.

Because there can be a lag of several years between the trend

observation period and the rating periods now being evaluated,

it does not make sense to measure the trends from last year

and apply to those directly in the future. If we know anything,

we know that the trends are going to change; they will increase

and decrease over time. The process of establishing rating

trends is one of analyzing information and forming judgements

and decisions. It requires an anticipatory view.




